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Abstract 

In this poster the Modelica Systems Physics library is 
presented. The Systems Physics library is a free 
open-source library with models for different areas 
of physics [1]. The primary use of the library is for 
educational purpose in Physics courses at medium 
level. 

The library contains models from five different 
domains (hydraulics, translational and rotational me-
chanics, electrodynamics and thermodynamics). In 
the future, we plan to add chemistry as a sixth do-
main. Each domain contains connectors containing a 
substance-like quantity and the corresponding poten-
tial; basic models (capacitance and resistance); sen-
sors and actuators as well as some domain specific 
elements, such as nonlinear accumulator, nonlinear 
resistors, valves, springs or inductances. In addition 
to the constitutive equations each model also com-
prises the energy balance. For example, dissipative 
elements calculate the loss energy and even the en-
tropy production with the help of an additional ther-
modynamic connector. 
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1 Introduction 

Systems Physics is a novel approach to physics with 
which beginners are able to grasp the fundamental 
concepts underlying processes in nature and technol-
ogy [2]. It is based on everyday concepts known 
from fluids which are familiar to everybody. The 
analogy between physical quantities and fluids offers 
a very intuitive approach to physics [3]. The power-
ful pictorial modeling offered by Modelica helps 
students to understand basic physical processes. 

Moreover, here is an immense number of prob-
lems that can be addressed by this approach which 
are usually not included in the standard physics text-
books at undergraduate level. With the help of this 
Modelica library, students are able to model rather 

complicated physical systems (e.g. friction) with lit-
tle mathematical knowledge. 

In the first two semesters at the ZHAW School of 
Engineering students learn the modeling concept of 
system dynamics with Stella or Berkeley Madonna. 
Thereby they learn the basic structures and formulas 
(balance equation, constitutive laws and the energy 
carrier concept) of physics. The Systems Physics li-
brary could then be used in subsequent semesters in 
order to deepen this knowledge. 

Systems Physics combines the modeling concept 
of System Dynamics with a unified description for 
all branches of classical physics known from Bond 
Graph theory [4]. Our concept of energy carrier is 
similar to that of the Bond Graph theory. But there is 
a crucial difference. In Bond Graph theory, force and 
torque are potential quantities (effort quantities) and 
the kinematic variables velocity and angular velocity 
are seen as flow quantities. In Systems Physics how-
ever, this approach is not possible because force and 
torque are part of the balance equation and velocity 
and angular velocity are the “driving force” for the 
appropriate currents. Therefore force and torque are 
flow variables and the two velocities are effort or 
potential quantities.  

In our model based approach students start by 
formulating the balance of a fundamental quantity 
(bathtub-thinking for volume, mass, electrical 
charge, momentum, angular momentum, entropy or 
amount of substance). Then they have to specify the 
currents and the rates of change (feedback-thinking). 
On a second layer they can add the balance of energy 
(bookkeeper-thinking). 

Our vision of a new physics course for engineers 
or natural and medical scientists covers system dy-
namics modeling in the first year and object-oriented 
modeling in the following years of studies [5]. 
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2 Structure 

The systems physics library includes the domains 
hydraulics, electrodynamics, translational mechanics, 
rotational mechanics, thermodynamics and chemis-
try. Each domain includes a substance like quantity 
and a corresponding potential. All connectors are 
constructed according to this basic structure (Table 
1) 

In all branches of physics there are many differ-
ent storage systems such as tanks, plastic bottles, 
capacitors, moving or rotating bodies, heat accumu-
lators. For each storage system we can write down  
two balance equations: one for the basic quantity M 
(volume, electric charge, momentum, angular mo-
mentum, entropy); and one for the Energy W. The 
balance equations for M and W are given by  
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where IM are substance currents and IW are energy 
currents. For the entropy balance equation a produc-
tion rate ΠS is introduced in addition to entropy cur-
rents. 

The domain specific potential ϕM (pressure, volt-
age, velocity, angular velocity and absolute tempera-
ture) connects the current for the basic quantity with 
the energy flux 

(3)ϕ=W M MI I  
A Model with two ports and a conserved quantity 
(ideal volume, electric charge, momentum or angular 
momentum) contains at least one equation for con-
servation and one for the power 

1 2 0 (4)
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These equations are formulated in separate partial 
models. In thermodynamics we need two different 
partial models, one for heat conductance which con-
serves energy 

1 1 2 2 0 (6)+ =S ST I T I  
and one for ideal heat engines which conserve entro-
py 

1 2 0 (7)+ =S SI I  
An additional equation calculate the production of 
entropy in the partial model for heat conductance 

1 2 (8)+ = ΠS S SI I  
or the power in a partial model for ideal heat engines 

1 (9)= ∆ SP TI  

Ideal heat pumps are modeled similar to hydraulic 
pumps: in the same way as a hydraulic pump pumps 
water or oil heat pumps pump entropy. This is one of 
the main messages of Systems Physics. 
Table 1: flow and potential variables in the different 
domains of Systems Physics 
domain quantity potential 
hydraulics volume pressure 
electrodynamics charge voltage 
translational  
mechanics 

momentum velocity 

rotational  
mechanics 

angular  
momentum 

angular  
velocity 

thermodynamics entropy temperature 

2.1 Hydraulics 

The volume of an incompressible fluid is the basic 
quantity in hydraulics and pressure is the associated 
potential. Because pressure multiplied by volume 
flow equals the flux of energy, the conservation of 
energy is guaranteed. 

The hydraulics library includes different storage 
elements like open vessels, spring-loaded tanks and 
other accumulators, pipes with laminar and turbulent 
flow characteristics as well as various valves. The 
inertia of the fluid flowing through the pipe is re-
sponsible for the inductive effect. In all three system 
categories (capacitance, resistance and inductance) 
the stored or dissipated energy is calculated. In an 
additional resistor element, the entropy is recalculat-
ed and is connected by a thermal connector. The 
temperature of this connector determines the viscosi-
ty of the fluid. 

Two ideal pumps are modeled, one with a signal 
input for pressure difference and one with a signal 
input for the volume flow rate. In addition, the li-
brary contains sensors for pressure and volume flow. 

2.2 Electrodynamics 

The electrodynamics library based on the Modelica 
standard libraries with capacitor, resistor, diode and 
inductor. In addition, an isolated metal sphere is 
modeled for charge storage in experiments with high 
voltage. 
The energy balance is calculated in all elements. 
This calculation is made for didactic purpose 
and for energy check in complex systems. A re-
sistor with a thermal connector wherein the en-
tropy is calculated enables the modeling of elec-
tro-thermal elements such as resistance heating 
or light bulb. 
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2.3 Mechanics 

The mechanics library includes two parts: one for 
motion along a straight line and one for rotation 
around a fixed axis. Therefore, the associated quanti-
ties momentum and angular momentum can be treat-
ed as scalars. The similar statement is true for the 
associated potentials (velocity and the angular veloc-
ity). The tight separation of the balance equation for 
momentum or angular momentum from kinematics 
has some implication: mass and moment of inertia 
have only one connector and distance or angle can 
only be calculated in elements that describe the flow 
of momentum or angular momentum. 

In addition to the linear systems some more ele-
ments, such as friction, air resistance or elastomer 
spring are modeled. An ordinary rope or string is a 
further element often used in physics instruction. It is 
modeled as a spring-damper-system with predeter-
mined breaking point. As in hydraulics and electro-
dynamics some elements for momentum or angular 
momentum flow are provided with a heat connector. 
The produced entropy is calculated and the tempera-
ture has an influence on the constitutive laws of the-
se elements. 

 
Figure 1: A model of an Atwood machine with two 
weights and bearing friction. The symbolic earth 
with five connectors for the flow of volume, momen-
tum, angular momentum, electric charge and entropy 
stands for the surrounding. 

The mass element has a momentum source which 
strength corresponds to the tangential component of 
the weight force. A further element contains the 
equation for the relativistic mass. In this element, 

energy and momentum are connected with the help 
of the famous Einstein equation. The model of a 
simple rocket engine completes the model zoo, alt-
hough this element belongs to the open systems, 
which are not included in this library. Figure 2 shows 
the velocity-time behavior of a rocket another system 
that can be easy modeled with our approach. 

 
Figure 2: Velocity-time-diagram of a rocket ascend-
ing in an isentropic atmosphere with constant gravi-
tational field 

Translational and rotational mechanics are con-
nected to each other by means of pulleys. The corre-
sponding model has four connectors, three for trans-
lation and one for rotation. With two bodies, two 
strings, a pulley and a bearing friction, we can model 
Atwood's machine (Figure 1). 

2.4 Thermodynamics 

If we take entropy as the basic quantity of thermody-
namics it’s easier to write down the correct equations 
than if we take the energy as a conserved quantity 
[6]. However, for the equations themselves, it does 
not matter whether we start from the energy or from 
entropy as we have shown in the introduction. There 
are two different models which specify the transport 
of heat, the heat conduction and the ideal heat en-
gine.  

We describe homogeneous systems, which are 
heated at a constant pressure, with the state variable 
enthalpy H. Enthalpy is a special form of energy and 
a thermodynamic potential. Although entropy flow 
and temperature are calculated in the connector, this 
is no problem with respect to the balance equation 
for energy 

 (10)=S
dHTI
dt

 

More generally, a homogeneous thermodynamic 
system can at least change entropy and volume. 
Therefore the system has temperature and pressure 
as two associated potentials. To discuss and model 
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such a system we have developed the Carnotor, a 
simple machine with a thermal and a hydraulic con-
nector (Figure 3). Carnotor is a portmanteau com-
posed of Carnot and Motor (German word for en-
gine). 

The Carnotor consists of a double-acting cylinder 
filled with the substance to be examined on one side 
of the piston and an ideal fluid on the other side. To 
each port we can add a pump, a closing-off or a big 
storage tank. With this equipment students can ana-
lyse all four basic processes of thermodynamics (Ta-
ble 2). 

The corresponding model calculates pressure and 
temperature from the change of volume and entropy. 
For the ideal Gas, the constitutive laws are as follows  

0
0 0

    ln   ln ; (11)
2

V f TS S nR nR
V T
   

= + +   
     

(12)pV nRT=
 

f stands for the degrees of freedom of gas molecules , 
n for the amount of substance and R for the gas con-
stant. Equation (12) is known as ideal gas low. 

Table 2: The four basic processes in thermodynamics 

process heat 
port 

hydraulic 
port 

unchanged 

isochoric heat 
pump 

closing-off volume 

isobar heat 
pump 

storage 
tank 

pressure 

isentropic closing-
off 

hydraulic 
pump 

entropy 

isotherm storage 
tank 

hydraulic 
pump 

temperature 

 
 

 
Figure 3: The Carnotor has two ports, one for heat 
and one for an ideal fluid. Both ports can be com-
bined with a closing-off, a storage tank or a pump 

 

 
Figure 4: This system contains four models for ideal 
gas, two ideal heat pumps, two ideal hydraulic 
pumps, a heat flow and a volume flow element. 

The Carnotor can be taken as the core element for 
a lot of thermodynamics engines. Figure 4 shows a 
model with which one can simulate all four basic 
processes simultaneously 

3 Conclusions 

Systems Physics provides a consistent, coherent and 
relevant structure of physics. A huge number of dy-
namical systems can be modeled with the same heu-
ristic approach. The equation of balance for sub-
stance-like quantities like volume, mass, electric 
charge, momentum, angular momentum and entropy 
yields the backbone for such models. By adding the 
constitutive laws for accumulators and conductors 
we get the basic equations. In a third step we can add 
energy as a second substance-like quantity. The en-
ergy balance analysis is often useful but not neces-
sary for simple systems. But energy conservation 
becomes an inevitable requirement in more complex 
systems like thermodynamic accumulators. 

Systems Physics has been developed on the basis 
of the Karlsruher Physikkurs [7] and taught in differ-
ent physics courses at Zurich University of Applied 
Sciences.  

With the help of the Systems Physics library we 
hope that we can convince more and more teachers 
of the usefulness of this method. A countless number 
of dynamic models are waiting to be modeled with a 
System Dynamics or a Modelica tool. 

On Youtube you can find some tutorials on spe-
cific topics of the Systems Physics library [8] 
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